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Master graffiti artists almost always

Graffiti and street art tend to be male-dominated art forms, but more and more women are accepting the media and attracting attention. There are a few women who have really made a name for them themself in this game, says Jenni Button, director of the nonprofit Holiday Exploits, which connects artists with humanitarian and social
causes. Button will also curate gallery shows and street art projects in the Chicago area. I talked to her about women's place in the street scene and the female artists we should have on our radar. Rough: I think the majority of graffiti artists are men, but I don't know if they're true or not. Jenni Button: Yes, women are super
underrepresented in this industry. Is it because there are fewer of them overall, or because they are overlooked? Part of it has to do with the risk of being caught - it is essentially vandalism, statistically men perform vandalism more often than females. So I think it has something to do with it. But there are also a lot of really talented women
who are overlooked there. And there are more women in the game right now than ever before. Close-up of murals by El Dead Sex Who are some of the more famous female street artists? Maya Hayuk — She's doing street art and graffiti, her murals and installations can be found all over the world. She now has a show at the Hammer
Museum in Los Angeles. She does these really nice line patterns and works with super bright colors. And she's a feminist - she's taking a stance and doesn't work with galleries that exhibit less than 10% of female artists. I fully respect that decision and she is at the point in her career where she can request it. Maya Hayuk's mural outside
the Secret Project Robot in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Another thing I do really well for myself is Olek. She is a pioneer of street art called yarn bombing, a place to literally go outside and knit around trees, bicycles and cars. Literally anything. She does woven installations, all sorts of things. I know it sounds really hockey, but she's
phenomenal. She would knit pictures of skeletons, furniture food, and these wonderfully tight knits, and in the middle she would say something with her tongue like, All you need is love and money. They update the stitch art made by someone's grandmother and they are hilarious because it's a witty take. Okek's work @Levine Gallery //
arresestedmotion .com photos - she's been around since the 90s. She is an activist and humanitarian, and most of her work benefits the charities and organizations she works with. Her work is a totally other medium of street art.Pastes are usually applied directly to the building, where they draw their pieces on paper, after which they make
a mixture of flour, glue, sugar and water. She does very intricate paintings and cuttings - not laser cuts, but all handcuts - that make her work instantly aware. Do you get the feeling that there's a big difference between female and male street art? I meet a lot of female street artists and graffiti writers who thought I was a man when I
actually saw their work on the street. And like the way female writers took men's names as pen names to gain respect, I think that's their game. I think a lot of these artists do it to earn that respect - but it's hard to say because there's so much anonymity in this world anyway because most of what they're doing is illegal. Some artists like
Miss Van, El Dead Sex and Lady Aiko are known for their ultra-female characters and perspectives, but not so obvious. Murals by Swoon // Waiting for photos via the Brooklyn Museum - Isn't street art and graffiti the same? And like street artists, if I see a work that I like, I'm going to put it next to it and show my respect to show that I like it.
For graffiti artists, it is seen as a complete diss. But we see a lot of crossover between the two worlds. Many artists started tagging. There seem to be a lot of machismo in graffiti art like that. Yes. It may be a lot! Lady Pink is probably one of the most famous female graffiti artists, which she has been writing about since the late 70s. And
there are definitely other female graffiti artists coming.... Anyway, we are now kind of in the post-graffiti phase. True street art, true graffiti no longer exists. Those who started out as vandalism are now visible in top galleries and museums. Murals by Lady Pink // via pinksmith.com are some big cities better for female street artists than
others? I would like to change that! Did someone else you haven't mentioned yet say we should pay attention? She was part of the Fail Collective, a New York City group that was really, really blown up. But now she's doing her solo thing and shaking it up and on her back. A really girly, female image. And Margaret Kilgallen is one of my
all-time favorites. She's a Bay Area train writer who works is very much influencedFolk traditions. She was diagnosed with breast cancer during pregnancy, but chose not to receive treatment so she could carry her baby to term, and died shortly after her daughter was born. Her husband is also a very famous street artist named Barry
Magee and their love story is tragic and beautiful. He still writes her name and does images of her on the train and his work really does take her light after she's passed by. Top photo: Mrs. Aiko at work // ladyaiko.com/via Bassle was bumed along with the entire internet when she learned that New York City's legendary graffiti spot 5Pointz
had been painted white overnight this week. Why did Jerry Wolkoff, the person in charge of the decision, do it? Now, we can't stop the December demolition of buildings that make way for new skyscrapers. After all, the petition for 5Pointz to gain landmark status will no longer succeed: without art, there will be no landmarks. Graffiti artists
and supporters held a candlelight vigil on Tuesday night to mourn the loss of the internationally renowned art space. As 5Pointz was previously known, the memories of Pun Factorley are gone. Graffiti artists across america and around the world no longer come to the site to express their creativity using spray paint, but graffiti art in the US
is very much alive. Banksy may have captivated us in recent months, but the US has a vibrant homemade graffiti movement. The graffiti art scene is more diverse than ever, and female artists are dingy even more visible. Here are five US-based graffiti artists you should know: 1. Lady Pink Born in Ecuador and raised in NYC, Lady Pink
began her career as a graffiti artist on the spray-painted subway in 1979. But her graffiti murals in the 1990s are what turned her into a legend. The above mural by Lady Pink, Lady Liberty was bush hoole and painted in 5Pointz. Lady Pink was also one of the first female graffiti artists. Here's what she had to say in the Brooklyn Museum's
artist statement: When you have someone who despises you, you have to teach them a lesson, otherwise they're going to keep walking on top of you. Sorry, that's how it is out there, it's not easy. But it also reflects what the art world is in general: 80% white men. So you have to fight teeth and claws, and screaming, loud and big to gain
respect. In recent years, Lady Pink has exhibited at the Woodward Gallery and last month held a live graffiti art demonstration with Chris Daze Ellis at the Terrace Museum in New York City. Check out this preview of Lady Pink as well as the functioning movie Bomb It!Graffiti art legend .2.Swoon also known as Caledonian Dance Curry,
Swoon is not only a spray painting graffiti artist, but also cut-out graffiti is her specialty. Swoons usually make cut-outs from recycled newspaper and use wheat paste as an adhesive. Her cut-outs can be found anywhere from water towers to the walls of abandoned buildings. The person who inspired her name was nothing short of her exboyfriend, who dreamed that she was spray-painting the name swoon into her art with him. Swoon dropped the man but maintained his name. Another of Swoon's greatest legacy is her 2011 music installation for New Orleans, where she also created a small wooden town that served as a series of sound sculptures. JA Since 1984,
Jonathan Avildsen (JA, sometimes Jaone) has literally left his mark on Los Angeles and New York City. Two simple characters: JA. Or, sometimes, Jaone, or JA XTC. If you look for it, you can find his tag anywhere from subway walls to trucks. We're guessing that ego doesn't matter here. But JA was featured in Rolling Stone, so you have
to know he made it. JA is also an actor, and his film career includes some of the museum champs of Karate Kid, Part III and Rocky V.JA, but you can find people taking snapshots of his tags on Tumblr and Twitter to use the hashtag (get it #JA?Judith Spine Judith Spine, could be seen as a man in a swoon, a more colorful version. He
creates graffiti with materials such as accurate knives, glue sticks, magazine cut-outs and paint, rather than spray paint. Many of the magazines he uses are taken from mugs. His process is unique. Judith first creates collages, blows them up when they're done, and reprints them in grayscale. Then he adds an outrageous color - often
using the same color scheme of hot pink and morbide green-yellow. &lt;img alt= src= 46c07.jpg?w=320 class=article-body-image&gt; Through his collages, Judith stings class consciousness and sexuality, often layering children's heads on naked adult bodies. In September, Judith and arrested development actress Aria Shocutt
announced they would be partnering for the exhibition. You can read the results here. Tatts Cru NYC Graffiti Artist for Hire is a slogan you see on the Tatts Cru website. Today, Tatts Cru has no quayms about bragging about the mural king crew it constitutes (but once, the group knew it was a little more illegal and would tag subway cars).
More recently, graffiti groups have worked for Nicki Minaj, Metallica, Missy Elliott and Nas. The current members of Tatts Cru are Wilfredo Biofericiano, NICER, BG 183, HOW and NOSM, and Mr. Totem. Watch them do the following: Image: PinkSmith.com, Troyes Tetes/Flickr, C Monster/Flickr, danteross.com, gsz/Flickr, tatscru.net
tatscru.net
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